
Practical advice and teaching activities to help educators explore e-safety with young  
people with autism spectrum disorders in Key Stage 3 and 4.  

The STAR Toolkit has been developed by Childnet in partnership with Leicester City  

Council’s Building Schools for the Future programme, with input and support from three 

schools in Leicester. The guidance aims to equip, enable and empower educators with the 

relevant knowledge they need to support their learners with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 

when they are online. 

By speaking to thousands of young people, parents and educators annually, we recognise 

that technology and the internet offer fantastic opportunities for young people, equipping 

them with the tools to learn, communicate and play. However, alongside these benefits 

there are many risks that young people with ASD may be more vulnerable to, including  

conduct towards others, cyberbullying, contact by strangers, trustworthiness of information 

and people online and exposure to inappropriate content. 

This guidance will increase the knowledge and expertise of school staff in relation to internet 

safety practice, particularly in understanding and managing potential risks. It will also help 

and offer suggestions on how to promote a positive, fun and safe experience for learners 

with ASD.  

Each of the 4 sections, which make up the STAR programme, have been developed from 

information gathered by teaching practitioners who work directly within this sector and the 

key areas of concerns they imparted. All sections feature the concept of friendship and have 

an onus of finding the balance between online and offline interaction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The aim of this guidance is to assist teachers in educating their pupils about the internet and 

to safeguard them against the dangers that a young person may come across. In this guide 

you will find the key messages that you will need to communicate to your pupils, and  

coupled with that are a few teaching methods in how you can do this.  

These suggestions may not be suitable for your class, so please do adapt and use this 

guide as a building block for educating your pupils in the best way that you know how to do. 

We want your help to build this toolkit to better provide for young people with ASD so we 

have created a forum for you to share your experiences using the toolkit and any adapted 

resources or ideas that you have used. 

SAFE - Keep your personal information safe 

TRUST - Not everything online is true 

ACTION - Always stop and tell someone if anything upsets you online 

RESPECT - Be kind online 
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Keep your personal information safe

The internet is a wonderful place to share information and photographs, it’s a place to  
communicate with friends, to discover new information and to play games. Whenever a 
young person is interacting online they need to always think at the back of their mind, who 
am I sharing my personal information with? There are types of information that is not  
appropriate to share with everyone online (eg. with strangers), and there is other information 
that one can freely share with anyone. It is challenging for learners with autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD) to differentiate between what information is OK to share online, and what  
information is not OK to share. 
 
Due to the vast range of platforms young people might be using on the internet (for  
example, online games, social networking sites, online forums) it’s imperative that we are 
reinforcing the message to young people about where they could be sharing their personal 
information and how not to do it. If they wouldn’t give away certain information to a stranger 
on the street, then they should not be delivering this piece of information to someone they 
don’t know online either. In the same way that they shouldn’t give out their personal  
information to a stranger on the street, they need to be mindful about what information 
they’re sharing about themselves and with whom.  
 
The internet does come with an added ambiguity however, as we are aware that a lot of 
young people are using the internet to communicate with people they don’t know. Young 
people with ASD need to be supported in some way to differentiate not only what a stranger 
is online, but also what personal information is. 
 
This section has been developed to help generate discussions about what  
personal information is and how to keep it safe. 

 
Personal information includes full name, home address, the name of your school and  
passwords. Sometimes, young people are unaware that they are sharing personal  
information on social networking sites and games forums for example. Make sure you  
discuss with your pupils what services and social networking sites they may be using to find 
out whether they are using platforms to share information.  
 
If you know that your pupils are sharing personal information on social networking sites (for 
example, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram), familiarise yourself with that service’s privacy  
settings and show your pupils how to implement these themselves. 

  What is personal information? 
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Young people love to share content online. Whether that is information about themselves or 
of others, it’s really important that they understand what they’re sharing online and how it 
can impact themselves and their friends.  
 
For example, if they are posting a photograph they need to make sure they’re asking the 
question – ‘am I sharing any personal information in this photograph?’ If it is a photo of 
themselves or their friends in school uniform, or outside a recognisable location (eg. their 
school) then they could be sharing more information about themselves than they think. All of 
these photographs is them delivering some kind of personal information. It’s also important 
to mention that young people should ask the permission of their friends before posting any 
personal information about them online, and to respect that friend’s decision if they do not 
grant permission.  
 
You can read more advice on being kind online in the ‘RESPECT’ section of this guidance. 

  Sharing content online 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
http://www.childnet.com/resources/star-toolkit/respect


Not everything online is true

The internet provides access to potentially limitless information on a huge range of topics. 
Be it searching for information related to a school homework topic, browsing websites for 
content about their favourite hobby, keeping up to date with news or sport or discovering 
something new, the internet can be a very exciting place for young people to explore. The 
huge rise in popularity of social networking sites, services and apps also now presents 
young people with an increased freedom about who they can connect and communicate 
with online. 
 
However, this increased freedom also presents a number of challenges in regards to the 
reliability of content found online. These challenges are faced by anyone using the internet 
but are sometimes magnified for young people with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) who 
may find it difficult to critically evaluate information they find online. The main challenge  
concerns reliability; both of information and other users. 

The internet is an invaluable tool for young people to find information and content that  
increases their knowledge, understanding and skills across a range of subjects and topics. 
For anyone searching for and accessing information online, there is always a judgement 
they have to make about whether the information they are presented with can be trusted. 
This can be a difficult one to make for any online user, but becomes especially problematic 
for young people with ASD who may take anything presented to them literally and may not 
recognise the need to be critical of what they read or see. 
 
Content online can be in the form of text, images/graphics, photos, videos or audio/music. 
Any site online could present a biased view or seek to misinform users, and this can present 
problems for some young people with ASD if they do not question the information they find 
there. When searching for information on a homework topic, a popular site for many young 
people is Wikipedia; an online encyclopaedia that allows any internet user to edit the  
entries. This allows users to keep articles up to date or improve the work of others, but it  
also presents opportunities for mistakes to be made, information to be deleted or false/
biased information to be added to mislead readers. Other sites where users can post their 
own answers, opinions or thoughts in response to a question can also be subject to bias. 
 
Some forms of bias that exist in information found online can potentially be more harmful 
than someone getting their facts wrong or posting the wrong information. Some sites and 
services may contain content that is extremist in nature, or content that promotes hurtful or 
harmful behaviour e.g. pro anorexia comments and photos or pro suicide discussions. 

  Reliability of information 



 
 

 
 

 

For some young people with ASD it is likely that they will always take content literally,  
regardless of messages to the contrary! However the following advice can be used to  
discuss the concept of reliability of information and also provide them with practical  
strategies they can follow whenever searching for information online. By following some of 
these strategies they can increase their chances of finding more reliable information: 

 Remind young people that every person has a different opinion or belief. As almost 
everything online is created by someone, what they share and how they share it may 
be personal to the person who wrote it. Some discussion with young people may also 
be needed if they perceive everything others have written to be incorrect because it 
doesn’t match their own beliefs and opinions. 

 Encourage young people to always check at least three websites when searching for 
information. If the facts don’t match up between the sites, then they may need to  
explore more websites to continue to check the information. 

 Remind young people that books in school and in their local library are still excellent 
sources of information.  

 Asking other people for help when they are searching for information is also a good 
step. Encourage them to ask you, their parents, siblings or friends to check what 
they’ve found and let them know if they are on the right track. 

 Helping young people improve their search skills when using search engines such as 
Google, Bing and Yahoo can also help them develop greater independence in finding 
the sites most likely to provide trustworthy information. Please see an excellent and 
detailed blog post by Ken Corish on how to get the most out of search engines 
(particularly when searching for images) . 

 Work with your pupils to create a list of trusted sites they can explore to find  

information on school topics and other topics they have a personal interest in. This list 
could be displayed in the classroom or saved as a favourites or bookmark list in the 
web browsers they use at school. These lists could also be circulated on the school’s 
website so pupils and parents and carers can refer to them outside of school.  

There are now a huge number of ways in which a young person can interact with other  
users online. This could be via a social networking site, an online discussion board or forum, 
instant messaging, video chatting services or through chat channels while playing an online 
game. For young people with ASD this can provide positive opportunities to communicate 
with others, without some of the complexities of offline social interactions that they may find 
challenging (e.g. eye contact, tone/volume of voice, gestures and non-verbal cues). 

  Advice 

  Reliability of other internet users 

http://66.147.244.88/~kencoris/picture-perfect-creating-the-right-image/
http://66.147.244.88/~kencoris/picture-perfect-creating-the-right-image/


 
Many sites and services allow other users to be added as friends to contacts list, and the 
use of the term ‘friend’ and the idea of friendship online are concepts that are important to 
explore with young people. This is in order to help them recognise the differences between 
online and offline interactions, and the risks associated with them. 

 
 
 
 

 
In the same way that information online may not always be trustworthy, it is important to 
make pupils aware that not all users are trustworthy or truthful in the things that they share 
online. People can remain anonymous or create a different identity on the internet and so 
text, photos and even live video are not a guarantee of a person’s identity. Even when  
chatting face to face on video chat, a user could stream recorded footage of someone else 
rather than show themselves. For young people with ASD, they may not recognise the facial 
or non-verbal cues that might suggest that the video footage is not live. 
 
When it comes to questioning the information we find online we can employ different  
methods to check its reliability. However when it comes to checking the reliability of what 
someone has shared about themselves there is no tried and tested way to prove (or  
disprove) them.  
It is therefore important to help young people realise that people they only know and have 
met in an online context are still strangers, regardless of how friendly they appear or how 
much they have shared about themselves. In the same way that we should not tell a 
stranger on the street our personal information (e.g. full name, telephone number, home  
address etc.) we shouldn’t share these things with an online stranger either.  
 
It is highly likely that young people will interact with other users via sites, services and 
games during their time online so always advise them that if they are adding users to a 
friends/contacts list, they should only add people that they already know offline. 
Please make use of the messages and activities from ‘SAFE’ when it comes to personal  
information and follow this up with the advice in ‘ACTION’ which explores the idea of telling 
someone. 

 
The free nature of many sites, games and apps often means that advertising will often  
appear while using the service. Pop up adverts and windows have long been a strategy 
used to display adverts on computers and are becoming increasingly common when using 
free games or apps on a smartphone or tablet. For a young person with ASD, distinguishing 
between pop up adverts and other messages that actually require attention or action can be 
challenging and there may be the temptation to click on all pop ups to see where they lead. 
 

  Further information and advice 

  Pop ups and in-app purchases 

http://www.childnet.com/resources/star-toolkit/safe
http://www.childnet.com/resources/star-toolkit/action
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With both free and paid games on smartphones, tablets and video game consoles, there 
has also been a shift towards in-app purchasing, which is buying extra features or content 
within the game by using real world currency. For example, purchasing virtual bananas for 
your pet monkey in an app which uses the credit card information stored on the  
account.  For many young people, it’s challenging for them to recognise that purchases 
made in a game may relate to using real money. This means that they could freely charge a 
number of virtual items to a credit card if a game has encouraged them to do so. 

 
 
 
 

 Encourage pupils to stop and tell someone if a message appears on the screen that 
they are unsure about. That person can then help them to decide if the message is an 
advert or another type of content. 

 It is important to discuss with pupils that there are adverts on the internet, in the same 
way as they see adverts on the TV, at the cinema and in magazines etc. Make it clear 
that these adverts can sometimes be trickier to spot or understand. Exploring the  
persuasive language that adverts use (perhaps as part of work in literacy lessons) can 
sometimes help young people look out for those words and phrases online and  
potentially recognise some adverts. 

 We remind young people that if something sounds too good to be true then it probably 

is! For many young people with ASD this message may not be suitable, but you can 
discuss some adverts in terms of a cause and effect relationship: 

 
 e.g. an advert says ‘You’ve won a brand new laptop! Click here to receive it’.  
 
 Discuss with a young person whether they have entered a competition to win a laptop. 
 If they haven’t then they can’t have won it! Does entering a competition always mean 
 we will win? If you did win, how might the organisers get in touch with you (e.g. email, 
 letter, phone call)? 

 Make pupils aware that things can be bought on the internet through websites, apps 
and games. The things that we buy may be physical things that are then delivered to 
us, or digital items we can download or access online. Encouraging them to look out 
for symbols that indicate money (such as £, $ and € symbols) can help them recognise 
when something has to be paid for online. 

 Inform parents and carers to that any devices or accounts that their children are using 
may store payment information at the point of when they were set up. They need to 
make sure that the account is set up with a password that must be entered before  
anything can be purchased. This can ensure that young people do not inadvertently 
buy in-game content and charge it to a credit card.  

  Advice 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/


Always stop and tell someone if anything upsets you online

The internet offers a wealth of opportunity and enjoyment to young people, be it for  
discovering new information, communication, recreational purposes, or learning. Many 
young people with autism spectrum disorders are no exception when it comes to internet 
use. However, the areas of risk that each will face can differ greatly due to the broad nature 
of the autistic spectrum. It is likely that there will be safety issues and support will be needed 
to promote safe use of the online world. 
 
This section has been developed to guide you through the process of encouraging your  
students to take positive action if something or someone upsets them online, and in turn to 
stop what they are doing online and to have the courage to tell a trusted adult.  
 
The 3 main areas we cover during this section include Cyberbullying, Inappropriate Content 
and Online Grooming. You will find supporting advice for each issue, together with  
suggested teaching activities and helpful links.   

 
Cyberbullying includes things such as sending hurtful text messages or emails, or setting up 
a hate group on a social networking site. Images and text messages can be circulated very 
quickly and widely on the internet which makes it very hard to combat cyberbullying. Being 
cyberbullied can be very distressing for a young person and sometimes they don’t know 
who it is that is bullying them.  

 
 
 
 

 
What to do if a pupil comes to you having experienced cyberbullying: 

 Support the person being bullied and give reassurance that they have done the right 
thing by telling someone about the incident. 

 Refer to any existing pastoral support or procedures that are already in place within 

your school or organisation and inform parents or carers. 

 Make sure you are familiar with your school’s policy on bullying, as cyberbullying 
should be dealt with in the exact same way. 

 Discuss and draw up a plan of action with the young person involved. 

 Work closely with the young person involved to ascertain the support they need and to 
agree on a course of action. This enables the young person to feel in control of the 
process. 

  Cyberbullying 

  Advice 



 
 

Next steps - how to create your plan of action:  

 Advise your pupil to save the evidence and not retaliate. Advise them how they can 
block people and how to use their privacy settings.  

 Take action to contain the incident when content has been circulated. Steps may  
include: 
 asking the person responsible to take the content down; 
 reporting the content online yourself 
 contact the UK Safer Internet Centre’s helpline for professionals 
 consider disciplinary powers to confiscate devices that are being used to  

cyberbully; and, 
 contacting the police if the law has been broken. 

 Investigate the incident – keep a record. If necessary, take steps to identify the person 

displaying the bullying behaviour. 

 Work with the young person displaying the bullying behaviour. It is also important to 
support the young person who has bullied and to look at the possible causes for their 
behaviour. For example, they may have been bullied themselves, or may not  
understand how their behaviour and actions have affected others. 

 
Search engines play a primary role when using the internet. Whether you are looking for a 
particular website or want to research a subject matter by using one key word, the internet 
can offer a wealth of information. However, with this also comes the obvious risk of  
encountering inappropriate or upsetting images. Young people with ASD may be even more 
vulnerable to this, especially if they have limited typing skills and are more vulnerable to 
mistyping words.  For example, learners with ASD might be more inclined to use one word 
searches due to their limited typing skills. It’s important to be as clear as possible when 
searching online, that’s why it’s important to encourage using multiple words when re-
searching through a search engine.  Without appropriate filtering or parental controls in 
place, the risks are far greater in regards to accessing inappropriate content. 
 
In addition to this, accessing this type of content poses the additional challenge of helping 
young people to be able to identify what is considered to be inappropriate and how best to 
respond to it. It’s important to understand that no filter or parental control is 100% full proof. 
This is why a conversation needs to be had about inappropriate and appropriate content 
online. The nature and level of this conversation will vary depending on the needs of the 
young person that you’re speaking with. 

  Inappropriate Content 

http://www.childnet.com/resources/how-to-make-a-report
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/about/helpline


 
 
 
 

What you can do if a pupil comes to you having experienced something inappropriate 
online: 
Should a pupil share with you that something has upset them online, such as indecent or 
upsetting images, videos or websites then always reassure in the first instance that they 
have done the right thing in telling you. The causes may differ greatly but this course of  
action could be followed and adapted accordingly. 
 

 Ask what they have seen and what they think or feel about the image or content ie. 

what it is that has made them uncomfortable and why? 

 Discuss what is considered to be appropriate and inappropriate content and balance 
this with the reasons why it is inappropriate and how it has made them feel uncomfort-
able. For example: 

 
One teacher we spoke to had experience of their pupil typing the word ‘girls’ into Google. At 
the time, this was what this pupil was interested in so it was natural for him to explore this 
interest. Sometimes appropriate searches may show inappropriate results and that’s why 
it’s important to have conversations with your pupils about what’s appropriate and what’s 
inappropriate to look at online. During these conversations, make sure you always reassure 
them that they can come to you if anything worries or upsets them on the internet. Once 
they come to you, together you can talk through how looking at this type of content online is 
sometimes not appropriate, particularly if the young person is in school. 
 

 Discuss where and how did they come across or find this content? If it was something 
that occurred during school, then investigate what has happened with the filtering sys-
tem you have in place. Should the content have been viewed at home then decipher 
how this occurred. For example, it may have been shared by a sibling. There may be 
reason to speak to a parent or carer to alert them of this. 

 Reassure them that you are a trusted adult and they are right and safe to tell you if 
something like this happens. This will enable you to initiate a conversation about who 
else they consider to be a trusted adult. 

 Create an action plan with your pupil on how to avoid or manage a situation like this in 
the future. Please do refer to our section on safe searching for further advice in the 
‘TRUST’ section. 

  Advice 

http://www.childnet.com/resources/star-toolkit/trust
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Online grooming is the process by which someone with a sexual interest in children will  
approach a child online, with the intention of developing a relationship with that child, to be 
able to meet them in person and intentionally cause harm. In many cases it can be an adult 
contacting a child under the guise of a false identity (i.e. pretending to be a teenager). This 
is an area in which young people with ASD are particularly vulnerable as they may perceive 
everything told to them by another person online to be the truth, may not question the  
directions in which online conversations head and may not realise the importance of not 
meeting up in person with someone they've only met online.  
 
Use of the resources and information in the ‘TRUST’ section of the toolkit is a useful way to 
raise this issue and explore the messages further with your pupils. In particular, discussing 
the pressure that young people may be put under to send pictures/videos to others online 
and the importance of making positive choices and staying in control of the details they 
share online. 

 
 
 
 

It is important to stress to young people with ASD that if they feel uncomfortable or worried 
about anything that anyone says online to them that they should stop and tell a trusted 
adult. However, it is important to realise that in these situations, young people with ASD 
needs may not be aware that they are being groomed, and may not respond in the same 
way as they would to negative or bullying comments made by others online. 
 
Therefore if you are at all concerned that a child in your care has been contacted by an 
adult online, it is imperative to tell someone straight away. 

 Ensure that you are familiar with reporting procedures in your workplace and that con-
fidentiality is not promised to the child in question. 

 Report immediately to the designated person, for example the Child Protection Officer 
so that the correct steps are taken from the outset. 

 Ensure that the child's own words are used and are not changed in any way. The child 
or young person in question may want to accompany you when you make your report, 
to be part of the process. 

 
Reports can be made to the Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre (CEOP) or a 
local police force. 

  Advice 

  Online Grooming 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
http://www.childnet.com/resources/star-toolkit/trust
http://www.ceop.police.uk/


Be kind online

The concept of friendship is a complex one for many young people, and can prove  
especially challenging for young people with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) who find  
social interactions difficult. Online interactions can offer young people with ASD a positive 
option, as young people find it easier to express themselves through a screen rather than 
face to face. It can be very easy for them to consider the people they chat to online as being 
‘friends’ but it is important to make a distinction between offline and online friends in terms 
of the trust they can place in those friends. This concept is covered in more detail in the 
‘TRUST’ section of the toolkit. 
 
Regardless of whether another user online is considered to be a friend or not, the need to 
show respect is very important and should be encouraged in the same way as it is offline.  

 
The best place to start is to consider whether your pupils understand how to show respect 
for others in the offline world, for example, what does ‘being kind offline’ mean to them?  
Respect and kindness can take different forms so discussing and exploring what respect 
means to your pupils is a key step. By exploring this topic and helping your pupils  
understand being respectful and kind offline, they can use this understanding to consider 
how the same behaviour applies online too. 

Respect/kindness could include aspects such as: 

 Using manners/being polite 

 Listening to others 

 Being mindful of others’ feelings/recognising when something we have done has upset 

someone or affected them negatively 

 Saying sorry when we make a mistake 

 Understand that we are all different 

 Helping someone 

 Personal boundaries 
 
Once you have established these foundations, you can begin to extend their understanding 
to the idea of ‘being kind online’. The groundwork you will need to cover will depend on the 
ability of your pupils and on their understanding of what can sometimes be a tricky concept 
to grasp.  Offline activities that explore friendship and what it means to be a good friend can 
help with this.  

  What is respect/being kind? 

http://www.childnet.com/resources/star-toolkit/trust


 
 

 

 
Cyberbullying is one aspect that may come up when discussing being kind and respectful 
online. Advice about how to deal with cyberbullying incidents that your pupils may  
experience is covered in the ‘ACTION’ advice. It is also important to discuss the importance 
of showing respect for others (both online and offline) and regardless of whether they are a 
friend or not. 
 
Discuss with young people how they communicate with others online and what they think 
being respectful means. You may discuss language used (e.g. use of ‘please’ and ‘thank 
you’, not swearing) as well as how a cyberbully may behave (e.g. taunt or make fun of 
someone, write mean or threatening messages, write lies about someone, post pictures or 
videos that show someone in a negative light) in order to highlight disrespectful behaviour 
online. Other behaviours may be mentioned such as a user ignoring other people, or  
players in an online game who aggravate others or don’t follow the rules. 
 
By identifying these different behaviours, young people with ASD can then be helped to  
decide which are acceptable and unacceptable (ie. which are kind or unkind) and possibly 
be more aware when they encounter such behaviour online. It can also provide your pupils 
with a clearer idea about how they should behave online towards others. 

 More information and advice on cyberbullying in relation to young people with ASD can 
be found here:  
www.anti-bullyingalliance.org.uk/media/7441/cyberbullying-and-send-module-final.pdf  

 
Social networking sites are highly popular services for young people. It allows them to share 
photographs, communicate with their friends and access information. They are a really  
positive way of interacting for many groups of young people. 

 
 
 

  Social Networking Sites 

  Cyberbullying 

Social networking offers him a sense of being part of something whereas because 

of his disabilities his social circle is quite limited.  He follows the postings of his 

mainstream friends and enjoys looking at photos. 

Parent of a young  

person with ASD 

http://www.childnet.com/resources/star-toolkit/action
http://www.anti-bullyingalliance.org.uk/media/7441/cyberbullying-and-send-module-final.pdf


 

 Friends: Before a young person accepts a friend request, they should always be 
asking themselves if they know this person in real life. It’s important to always  
remember that not everyone online is reliable and some people may lie about who 
they are. Once they accept someone as a friend they are potentially able to see all of 
their content. Some sites and services allow sharing of different content with different 
groups and these can be managed by using privacy settings. 

 Privacy: Most social networking sites have tools available to protect the things 

young people post online and how much they share with others. It’s really important to 
help young people set privacy settings so that they are only sharing information with 
people they trust. 

 Think before you post: It is important that young people remember that once 
they post something online it is potentially there forever! Even a comment made in a 
game or posted on a social networking site can be copied or captured by others before 
it is removed or deleted by the person who originally shared it. It is also important to 
think about what they post about other people, as even something sent as a joke could 
really upset someone. 

 Photos: Encourage pupils to think carefully about the photos they choose to 
share online; do they give away a lot of information about them (e.g. a picture of them 
in their school uniform)? Also keep in mind that photos can be easily copied, changed 
or shared. Young people need to think carefully about the type of things they post 
online, and if they are posting content of someone else they should always ask that 
person for permission to share that content. 

 Tell: If a young person is upset or worried about content that is posted about 
them or a friend, they should always tell a trusted adult and together you can ask the 
person who posted it to take down the content. Encourage pupils to explain how that 
content made them feel and share that explanation with the original person who  
posted it to help them understand that the young person was hurt or embarrassed by 
their comment or photo. This can encourage young people and others to think more 
carefully about their own online actions in the future. 

 Reporting: Most social networking sites have tools to help young people block, 
delete or report people who are nasty or aggressive to them. All reports are  
anonymous to the person who posted the content which is reported, and will be  
responded to promptly. 

 

  Top tips to teach safe social networking 
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Like social networking, emails and text messaging follow many of the same rules as social 
networking. Sometimes a message can be read in the wrong way and can upset or hurt 
someone’s feelings. For young people it can sometimes be difficult to remember that what 
they are writing is going to be received by a real person. Advise them to only write  
something that they would actually say directly to that person. 
 
An important aspect to consider with pupils is how messages can be shared rapidly across 
the internet with other users. Using real life examples can help them become more aware of 
how things can go viral online and a good example you could use can be found here:  
www.childnet.com/blog/a-teacher-shows-her-students-what-could-happen-if-they-post-a-
photo-online 
 
Should one of your pupils come to you concerned that they have received something  
upsetting online (e.g. a text message, photo, email), encourage them to save the content 
and show you. Follow the advice in the ‘ACTION’ section for how to manage a potential 
cyberbullying situation.  
 

Regardless of the method used by a young person with ASD to communicate, in order for 
them to understand the importance of being kind online and treating others with respect 
online, they must first understand how to be a good friend in the offline world. There are a 
number of activities in our ACTIVITIES matrix which focus on this and can help you to  
explore this concept with your pupils.  

  Emails and text messaging 
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